Graph Drawing uses a well established set of complexity measures to determine the quality of a drawing, most notably the area of the drawing and the complexity of the edges. For contact representations the complexity of the shapes representing vertices also clearly contributes to the complexity of the drawing. Furthermore, if a contact representation does not fill its bounding shape completely, then also the complexity of its complement is visually salient. We study the complexity of contact representations with variable shapes, specifically mosaic drawings. Mosaic drawings are drawn on a tiling of the plane and represent vertices by configurations: simply-connected sets of tiles. The complement of a mosaic drawing with respect to its bounding rectangle is also a set of simply-connected tiles, the channels. We prove that simple mosaic drawings without channels necessarily require Ω(n 2 ) area. This bound is tight. If we use only straight channels, then every outerplanar graph with k ears requires at least Ω(nk) area. Also this bound is tight: we show how to draw outerplanar graphs with k ears in O(nk) area with L-shaped vertex configurations and straight channels. Finally, we argue that L-shaped channels are strictly more powerful than straight channels, but may still require Ω(n 7/6 ) area.
Introduction
Graph Drawing uses a well established set of complexity measures to determine the quality of a drawing (see, for example, the overview by Purchase [10] ). For node-link drawings of planar graphs the arguably most prominent measures are the area of the drawing and the complexity (number of bends) of the edges. In addition to the classic node-link drawings, there are also other well-established drawings styles, most notably contact representations. Here the vertices of a graph are represented by a variety of possible shapes and the edges are implied by point or side contacts between these shapes. In certain settings the shapes are fixed: for example circles in Koebes theorem [8] or rectangles in rectangular duals and rectangular cartograms [9, 11, 12] . In other scenarios there is a certain variability in the shapes: for example, when using rectilinear polygons for rectilinear cartograms [1, 5] or mosaic tiles and pixels [2, 3] to compose shapes.
Contact representations do not draw edges explicitly and hence the complexity of the edges is not a valid quality measure. However, in scenarios where the shapes representing vertices are not fixed, the complexity of these shapes clearly contributes to the visual quality of the drawing. For example, there are several sequences of papers which strive to represent (weighted) planar triangulated graphs with rectilinear polygons of the lowest possible complexity, which is 8 in both the weighted [1] and in the unweighted case [4] .
Contact representations are said to be proper if the shapes corresponding to vertices form a partition of the bounding shape. For example, a rectangular dual is a proper contact representation, since it consists of a partition of a rectangle into rectangles. Similarly, certain outerplanar graphs have a proper touching triangle representation [7] , which consists of a partition of a triangle into triangles. If a contact representation is not proper, then the complexity of its complement with respect to an appropriate bounding shape is also visually salient.
We propose to study the complexity of contact representations with variable shapes. Specifically, we focus on mosaic drawings, which were recently introduced by Cano et al. [3] . The same drawing style was independently described by Alam et al. [2] as pixel and voxel (in 3D) drawings. Mosaic drawings are drawn on a tiling of the plane and represent vertices by so-called configurations: simply-connected sets of tiles (see Fig. 1 ). The complement of a simple mosaic drawing with respect to its bounding rectangle is also a set of simply-connected tiles, which we call channels. Figure 1 shows two different representations of an outerplanar graph. In both cases the vertices have complexity 6 (rectangles and L-shapes), but the complexity of the channels differs substantially. We would like to argue that a higher complexity of the channels increases the visual complexity of the drawing and hence is likely to be an impediment to the user. However, more complex channels allow us to significantly reduce the area of a drawing. In this paper we hence investigate the trade-offs between these two competing quality measures.
Mosaic drawings. Following Cano et al. [3] we define mosaic drawings for plane triangulated graphs. Mosaic drawings are drawn on a tiling T of the plane. For a given set S ⊆ T of tiles we define the tile dual of S to be the graph which has a vertex for each tile in S and an edge connecting two vertices if and only if the two corresponding tiles share a side. A configuration is a set of tiles with a connected tile dual. A configuration C is simple if the tiles in C are simply connected. The boundary of a simple configuration C is a simple rectilinear polygon and the complexity of a configuration is the number of vertices of its boundary.
Two configurations C 1 and C 2 are adjacent if and only if they contain tiles t 1 ∈ C 1 and t 2 ∈ C 2 such that t 1 and t 2 share a side. A mosaic drawing D T (G) of a plane triangulated graph G = (V, E) on T represents every vertex v ∈ V by a simple configuration C(v) of tiles from T . Two configuration C(u) and C(v) representing vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if (u, v) ∈ E.
Simple mosaic drawings.
A mosaic drawing is simple if (i) the union of its configurations is simply connected (there are no holes in the interior of the mosaic drawing) and (ii) two adjacent configurations share exactly one contiguous piece of boundary (two configurations do not touch two or more times). and (iii) whenever four tiles meet in a point at least two adjacent tiles belong to the same configuration (note that this might be the outer configuration).
(see Fig. 2 ).
In this paper we focus on regular tilings, and specifically, the square tiling. In the following we hence denote mosaic drawings simply by D(G).
Fig. 2:
Simple mosaic drawing D(G) with one straight channel (shaded). The boundary of D(G) is marked in black, thick gray lines indicate configuration boundaries.
We construct mosaic drawings within a bounding rectangle R. The area of a drawing D(G) is the number of tiles inside R. The complement of a drawing D(G) with respect to R is a set of simple configurations, which we call channels.
The boundary of a simple mosaic drawing D(G) is a simple rectilinear polygon as well. The boundary of D(G) naturally divides into maximal straight segments, which we refer to as the boundary segments of D(G). Mosaic drawings respect the embedding of G. In particular, this implies that the order of the vertices of G around the outer face is the same as the order of the configurations around the boundary of D(G).
Results and organization. We first consider mosaic drawing without channels, that is, mosaic drawings which are proper contact representations of a given triangulated outerplane graph G with n vertices. Alam et al. [2] prove that there are k-outerplanar graphs such that any mosaic drawing of these graphs requires Ω(kn) area. In Section 3 we show that there are outerplane (that is, 1-outerplane) graphs such that any mosaic drawing of these graphs without channels requires Ω(n 2 ) area. More specifically, there exist outerplane graphs with k ears, such that any mosaic drawing of these graphs has either Ω(n 2 /k 2 ) area or total channel complexity Ω(k). This bound is tight, since the algorithm by Chiang et al. [4] can be used to construct mosaic drawings without channels in O(n 2 ) area. In Section 4 we consider straight channels. We prove that every outerplane graph with k ears requires at least Ω(kn) area if we are allowed to used only straight channels. Also this bound is tight for sufficiently small k: we describe an algorithm which draws outerplane graphs with k ears in O(kn) area. Finally, in Section 5 we show that L-shaped channels are strictly more powerful than straight channels, but may still require Ω(n 7/6 ) area.
In the remainder of this section we first review mosaic drawings and introduce definitions and notation. We then briefly discuss mosaic drawings with general channels of arbitrary complexity. In particular, when using general channels, it follows directly from Alam et al. [2] that each triangulated outerplane graph has a simple mosaic drawing in O(n) area, which is trivially tight.
General channels. If we allow general channels of arbitrary complexity then we can construct a compact mosaic drawings of a triangulated outerplanar graph G directly from an orthogonal grid drawing of the weak dual G * of G. Specifically, one can represent each triangle in G, which corresponds to a vertex in the orthogonal grid embedding of G * , using four tiles in a 2×2 layout (see Fig. 3 ). One can then connect these tiles into a mosaic drawing of at most 3 times the width and height of the initial orthogonal grid drawing. Dolev et al. [6] describe an algorithm which constructs orthogonal grid drawings of k-outerplanar graphs of maximum degree 4 in O(kn) area. Since G * has degree at most 3, we can directly use their result to construct simple mosaic drawings with arbitrary channels in O(n) area. Alam et al. [2] also use the algorithm by Dolev et al. [6] to construct mosaic drawings for k-outerplanar graphs in O(kn) area. However, they do not consider the dual G * but work directly with G. As a consequence they first need to convert G into a graph of maximum degree four, which can significantly increase the number of vertices (and hence the complexity of the drawing), while maintaining the general area bound.
Preliminaries
Outer-path. Let G be a triangulated outerplane graph and let G * be its weak dual. If G * is a path then we call G an outerpath. The length of an outerpath is the number of vertices of G * . A so-called ear of G is a triangle which is dual to a vertex of degree 1 in G * . Each ear has exactly one vertex of degree 2, its so-called tip. Every outerpath has exactly two vertices of degree 2, the tips of its two ears. These two tips naturally divide the vertices of G into two consecutive sequences of vertices, the upper and the lower sequence of the outerpath G. In our lower bound constructions we use a particular type of outerpath, namely a so-called outerzigzag, which is also known as a triangle strip. Its vertices have degree at most 4. The number of vertices in the upper and the lower sequence of an outerzigzag differ by at most one.
Next we show that we can restrict ourselves to natural mosaic drawings of maximal outerplanar graphs. A mosaic drawing is natural if it follows the unique outerplane embedding of a maximal outerplanar graph, where each configuration is adjacent to the outer face in the same order as in the outerplane embedding (or its reverse). Lemma 1. In any proper mosaic drawing D(G) of a maximal outerplanar graph G, every configuration must be adjacent to the outer face.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume that a configuration C(v) is not adjacent to the outer face. We perform a case analysis on the degree of v in G.
Since G is maximally outerplanar, the degree of v is at least two. If v has at least 3 neighbors u 1 , u 2 , and u 3 , then the boundary of C(v) contains three parts: the shared boundaries B i = C(v) ∩ C(u i ) for i = 1, . . . , 3. Now consider the part of the boundary of C(v) between B 1 and B 2 (see Fig. 4 left). Since D(G) has no point contacts and C(v) is not adjacent to the outer face, there must be a sequence of vertices u 1 = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k = u 2 such that C(w i ) is adjacent to C(w i+1 ) for 1 ≤ i < k. The same holds for the parts of the boundary of C(v) between B 2 and B 3 , and B 3 and B 1 . This implies that G contains a K 4 {v, u 1 , u 2 , u 3 } as a minor, which contradicts the outerplanarity of G.
If v has two neighbors u 1 and u 2 , then the boundary of C(v) can be partitioned into two parts B 1 = C(v) ∩ C(u 1 ) and B 2 = C(v) ∩ C(u 2 ). This directly implies that D(G) has a point contact or that C(u 1 ) ∩ C(u 2 ) is not contiguous (see Fig. 4 right). This is not allowed in a proper mosaic drawing. Proof. Lemma 1 shows that every configuration C(v) must be adjacent to the outer face. Furthermore, the shared boundary between a configuration C(v) and the outer face must be contiguous, since otherwise C(v) forms a cut of D(G), implying that v is a cut vertex of G. Now let v 1 , . . . , v n be the order of vertices implied by the unique outerplane embedding of G. Furthermore, let B i be the shared boundary between C(v i ) and the outer face. Note that, by definition, a set of consecutive vertices {v i , v i+1 } cannot be a cut of G. If B i and B i+1 are not consecutive along the boundary of D(G), then C(v i ) ∪ C(v i+1 ) forms a cut of D(G). Thus, D(G) must be natural.
Mosaic drawings without channels
In this section we consider mosaic drawings without channels of an triangulated outerplane graph G with n vertices. As was shown in [4] , we can always obtain such drawings with O(n 2 ) area. Here we show that this bound is tight: there exist outerplane graphs that require Ω(n 2 ) area. In fact we show something stronger: to obtain sub-quadratic area, the number of boundary segments on the boundary of D(G) must be proportional to the number of ears of G. Proof. Recall that mosaic drawings preserve the outerplane embedding of G and that hence the order of configurations along the boundary of D(G) corresponds to the order of the vertices along the two sequences of G. The configurations C(u i ) and C(v i ) which correspond to a diagonal (u i , v i ) necessarily form a cut in D(G). These pairs of vertex configurations have to be nested Ω(n) times requiring Ω(n) width and Ω(n) height to draw (see Fig. 5 ).
We define a k-comb (k ≥ 3) as an outerplane graph with n vertices and k ears, where each outerpath incident to an ear (a leg) is an outerzigzag with Θ(n/k) vertices, and all legs are on the same side with respect to the remaining part of the graph (see Fig. 6 ). Proof. If the vertex configurations of one of the legs are adjacent to the same or two consecutive boundary segments of D(G), then D(G) requires Ω(n/k) height and Ω(n/k) width by Lemma 3. Otherwise, the vertex configurations of a single leg must be adjacent to at least 3 consecutive (the embedding is fixed) boundary segments of D(G). Since two consecutive legs can share at most one of the boundary segments, we need at least 2 boundary segments for each leg, resulting in a total of 2k boundary segments. Corollary 1. Any mosaic drawing without channels of a 3-comb with n vertices requires Ω(n 2 ) area.
Straight channels
In this section we consider mosaic drawings with straight channels. Lemma 4 directly implies that we need a total channel complexity of Ω(k) for drawings of outerplane graphs with k ears in subquadratic area, but multiple straight channels are generally more organized than fewer more complex channels. Here we show that outerplane graphs with k ears have mosaic drawings with straight channels of area O(kn), and that this bound is tight for sufficiently small k.
To prove the lower bound, we consider one-sided mosaic drawings: every vertex configuration and channel must have a tile adjacent to the bottom of R. One-sided mosaic drawings only require proper channels on the bottom of R and can otherwise have an arbitrary boundary. Below we show that it is sufficient to consider one-sided mosaic drawings for our lower bound constructions.
Lemma 5. Let G be an outerplane graph with n vertices and k ears such that a one-sided mosaic drawing D 1 (G) of G with certain channel restrictions requires Ω(f (n, k)) area. Then there exists an outerplane graph G with O(n) vertices and O(k) ears such that a mosaic drawing D(G ) of G with the same channel restrictions also requires Ω(f (n, k)) area.
Proof. We construct G by combining 5 copies of G, attaching them to a triangulated pentagon as illustrated in Figure 7 . Since R has only 4 sides, there must be a copy of G such that all corresponding vertex configuration have a tile adjacent to the same side of R in D(G ). These vertex configurations thus form a one-sided mosaic drawing of G, possibly by rotating the drawing. Lemma 6. There exists an outerplane graph G with n vertices and k ears such that any one-sided mosaic drawing D(G) with only straight channels requires Ω(min(nk, n 2 /k)) area.
Proof. Let G be the graph obtained by attaching another leg (outerzigzag) of size n/2 to a (k − 1)-comb with n/2 vertices. Note that the other legs have size Θ(n/k). We will argue that any one-sided drawing D(G) of G has width Ω(min(k, n/k)) and height Ω(n).
Consider the leg of size n/2. Let v 1 , . . . , v n/2 be the vertices of the leg in order along the outer face and assume w.l.o.g. that the corresponding configurations occur counter-clockwise along the boundary of D(G). Since the drawing has only straight channels, the tiles of C(v 1 ), . . . , C(v n/2 ) adjacent to the boundary of D(G) must have non-decreasing x-coordinates. Let v n/4 be the tip of the ear of this leg, and let t be the last tile of C(v n/4 ) adjacent to the boundary (see Fig. 8 ). If we draw a line segment up from t as illustrated in Fig. 8 , then this line segment must be crossed by all Ω(n) unions of the form C(v i ) ∪ C(v n/2−i+1 ). This directly implies that D(G) must have height Ω(n).
Next we consider the other legs. Lemma 3 implies that we need Ω(k) boundary segments, or D(G) has width at least Ω(n/k). Since every channel can add at most 4 boundary segments, we need at least Ω(k) channels in the first case, which require a tile each. As a result, the width of D(G) is at least Ω(min(k, n/k)), implying a total area of at least Ω(min(nk, n 2 /k)).
Corollary 2.
There exists an outerplane graph G with n vertices such that any mosaic drawing D(G) with only straight channels requires Ω(n √ n) area.
Drawing algorithm. We now present an algorithm for making a mosaic drawing D(G) with straight channels for a maximal outerplane graph G. The algorithm is incremental, starting with a single edge of G and repeatedly adding a vertex attached to the endpoints of an existing edge. Note that every maximal outerplane graph can be constructed in this way. Fig. 9 : one of the two vertex configurations is an L-shape and lies either on top of the other configuration (Case (I)) or touches the other configuration from the side (Case (II)). The horizontally mirrored case, where b is an L-shape instead of a, is also possible, but completely symmetric. Therefore we will consider only the cases shown in the figure. Furthermore note that the vertex configurations can still extend further as indicated by the open borders in the figure. In particular, both a and b can be L-shapes. However, such extensions are not relevant for the different cases.
We now show how to extend the drawing when a vertex c is added to an open edge (a, b). There are four cases (see Fig. 9 ): In the above construction Case (iv) is a special case. We call a vertex c in Case (iv) a splitter. The configuration of a splitter can and sometimes must extend a channel downwards. It must do so before it is no longer part of an open edge. Therefore, some cases must be handled slightly differently when a or b is a splitter. This is shown on the right side of each case in Fig. 9 whenever this is relevant. Furthermore, splitters are part of two open edges simultaneously. Thus, in the independent construction of the two open edges, its configuration may get a different height. This can be fixed by extending the construction of one of the open edges vertically until the height of the configuration of the splitter matches. This way the configuration of the splitter will not have any additional complexity or incorrect adjacencies. Lemma 7. The above algorithm computes a simple mosaic drawing D(G) that correctly represents G.
Proof. By construction the resulting drawing D(G) contains all adjacencies in G. Thus, we simply need to argue that D(G) does not have any adjacencies not in G. We use the following invariant: for every open edge (a, b) the left side of the configuration of a is on the boundary of D(G) or a is a splitter. The same holds for b and the right side. It is straightforward to argue that this invariant is maintained throughout all the cases. Then it is also easy to argue that no unwanted adjacencies are introduced when adding a vertex c. Therefore, D(G) correctly represents G. Proof. We show that the above algorithm computes a mosaic drawing with the desired properties. First note that only splitters introduce (straight) channels (one each). Since every open edge must correspond to a unique ear, and the number of open edges increases for every splitter (Case (iv)), there can be at most k channels. For the complexity of the vertex configurations, note that the complexity of the configurations never increases when adding a vertex. Therefore the complexity of a configuration can be at most its initial complexity: rectangular or L-shaped. To argue the area of D(G), we show that D(G) has O(k) width and O(n) height. The width only increases in Case (iv) (by 2 columns) or when a channel is introduced (by 1 column), which both involves a splitter. Every splitter is involved in exactly one Case (iv) and can introduce a channel only once. Therefore, the width of D(G) is linear in the number of splitters, which is O(k). To argue the height we use a compaction argument. Consider two rows of D(G) such that no vertex configuration has a horizontal boundary on the horizontal line separating the two rows. Then we can replace these two rows by a single row without changing adjacencies and without increasing the complexities of the vertex configurations. Now, since every line separating two rows must contain a horizontal boundary of a vertex configuration, and there are at most 3n such horizontal boundaries (vertex configurations are at most L-shapes), the height of D(G) is O(n).
L-Shaped channels
In this section we prove a lower bound on the area of mosaic drawings with L-shaped channels. We first show that the lower bound construction for straight channels cannot directly be extended to L-shaped channels. For this we define generalized k-combs: k-combs where legs can have different sizes. Note that the example used for the lower bound in Lemma 6 is a generalized k-comb. Proof. By using one L-shaped channel per leg which almost immediately bends to the left, a complete leg can be drawn with O(1) height (see Fig. 10 ). We can then draw all legs next to each other to obtain a mosaic drawing of O(n) width. Care has to be taken when drawing the first and last leg of the comb to ensure all vertex configurations are adjacent to a channel originating from the bottom. Finally, one big L-shaped channel spanning the entire drawing is used to border the "spine" of the generalized k-comb, resulting in a drawing of O(n) area.
Before we specifically consider L-shaped channels, we give a more general result on mosaic drawings with channels of constant complexity. As implied by Lemma 5, it is sufficient to consider one-sided mosaic drawings. We use the following trivial observation.
Observation 2.
A channel of complexity c adds at most 4c boundary sequences to a drawing D(G).
To prove the following lower bounds, we need a special type of outerplane graph: a (k, r)-signpost. A (k, r)-signpost is like a k-comb, but with two important differences: (1) the legs are connected on alternating sides of the "spine", and (2) every leg is an r-comb. The graph dual of a (k, r)-signpost is shown in Fig. 11 .
Lemma 9. Any one-sided mosaic drawing D(G) with constant complexity channels of a (k, r)-signpost G with n vertices must have width and height Ω(min(k, n/k)), for some constant r.
Proof. If the channels of D(G) can have complexity c, then we require that r > c/2. Since r is constant, the legs of the r-combs in a (k, r)-signpost have size Ω(n/k). By Lemma 4 we know that each r-comb either requires width and height Ω(n/k), or is adjacent to 2r boundary segments of D(G). In the latter case, since 2r > c, every representation of an r-comb must contain a tile adjacent to the bottom of R. Therefore, the union of the configurations of two consecutive r-combs on opposite sides of the "spine" of the (k, r)-signpost separates D(G) into two parts (see Fig. 11 ). Since the (k, r)-signpost contains Ω(k) of such pairs of consecutive r-combs, D(G) must have width and height Ω(k). Combining both cases results in the claimed lower bound of Ω(min(k, n/k)) for the width and height of D(G).
We can now prove lower bounds for mosaic drawings with L-shaped channels. In the following, let the x-coordinate of an L-shaped channel be the x-coordinate of its vertical leg. Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 6, let v 1 , . . . , v n be the vertices of G in order along the outer face, and let v n/2 be the tip of an ear of G. Starting from a tile of C(v n/2 ) we draw a y-monotone rectilinear path P in D(G) until it escapes D(G) using as few horizontal segments as possible (see Fig. 12 ). Note that such a path exists and can have at most m horizontal segments. Furthermore, P must be crossed by all Ω(n) unions of the form C(v i ) ∪ C(v n−i+1 ), which implies that the length of P is Ω(n). The sum of the lengths of the vertical segments of P is at most h. The horizontal segments of P have length at most d, except maybe the highest segment, which can have length w. We directly obtain that dm + w + h = Ω(n).
Lemma 11. Any one-sided mosaic drawing D(G) with only L-shaped channels of a k-comb G with k = n 1/3 requires Ω(n 2/3 ) width or height.
Proof. Let w and h be the width and height of D(G), respectively. For the i th leg of G, let L i be the set of channels adjacent to the configurations of leg i. Note that the set L i must be consecutive along the boundary of D(G). Furthermore, let m i = |L i | and let d i be the difference between the x-coordinates of the rightmost and leftmost channels in L i . By Lemma 10 we have that d i m i + w + h = Ω(n 2/3 ) for each leg. Furthermore, d i ≥ m i and i d i ≤ w, since D(G) is one-sided. If d i m i = Ω(n 2/3 ) for all i, then d i = Ω(n 1/3 ) for all i. As a result, w ≥ i d i = n 1/3 Ω(n 1/3 ) = Ω(n 2/3 ). Otherwise we obtain that w + h = Ω(n 2/3 ), which directly implies the claimed result. Lemma 12. There exists an outerplane graph G with n vertices such that any mosaic drawing D(G) with only L-shaped channels requires Ω(n 7/6 ) area.
Proof. We construct G by connecting a (k, r)-signpost with k = √ n with a kcomb with k = n 1/3 , each part having n/2 vertices. Lemma 9 implies that the width and height of D(G) are both Ω( √ n). Furthermore, Lemma 11 implies that the width or height of D(G) is Ω(n 2/3 ). As a result, D(G) has area Ω(n 7/6 ).
Although we have only argued this for a one-sided mosaic drawing now, this result also holds for a general mosaic drawing with L-shaped channels due to Lemma 5.
Conclusions and open problems
We investigated the trade-offs between two complexity measures for mosaic drawings of outerplanar graphs: channel complexity and area. Both measures clearly contribute to the quality of mosaic drawings. However, in the future we would like to also consider the complexity of the shapes representing vertices. Specifically, it would be interesting to determine under which conditions it is possible to represent vertices with a constant number of tiles or with configurations of constant boundary complexity.
